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IN T R O D U C T I O N

N
apoleon rang the doorbell a third time. “I know this is the place,” he 
said, turning to face us. I stood on the sidewalk beside his partner, 
Charles, and my colleague Megan. Megan and I, the obvious outsid-

ers, were trailing the duo for the day.
Unlike us, Nap and Charles had grown up on Chicago’s West Side. Both 

had run fearsome local gangs in their youths. Nowadays, however, most folks 
in North Lawndale knew the  gray-  haired pair for their relentless prowling 
of the neighborhood’s drug corners and porch  stoops—  their e� orts to coax 
younger versions of themselves away from a life of dope selling and violence. 
Guys like Johnny, who was clearly not answering his door.

Johnny led a neighborhood crew. Crews, mobs,  cliques—  old-  timers like 
Nap kept tossing out terms like these for the young men dealing drugs and 
trading bullets on the streets of Lawndale. � e word he never used was 
“gang.” “� ese aren’t gangs,” Nap told me, shaking his head. “We had orga-
nization, we had discipline, we had rules. But these  kids . . . no way.” Today’s 
crews were fragmented, fractious versions of the large, uni� ed criminal struc-
tures that once dominated Black neighborhoods like Lawndale. True, Nap 
was giving us the old ex- gang leader’s version of a “kids today” rant, but it 
was a tirade with truth.
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2 W H Y  W E  F I G H T

It was a warm autumn day. Along the quiet  tree-  lined street, the leaves 
had begun to turn but had not yet fallen, and so the stoops of the  three-  story 
family homes were still well shaded. A few young men sat outside talking to 
friends, keeping an eye on the block. I was still new to Chicago at the time, 
and the quiet leafy street hardly resembled the image of criminal turf I’d 
seen on TV. But this, Nap told us, this was the Holy Land. � ese few blocks 
were the birthplace of one of the largest and most in� uential street gangs in 
American history: the Vice Lords.

Down the street, some of the young men were staring at the spectacle 
from their porches: our little troop, neon vests over street clothes. Strangers 
were unusual in the Holy Land. And we were knocking on the chief ’s door.

Some people would have given up on Johnny at that moment, but there’s 
a reason I call Nap and Charles relentless. Charles hollered, “Hey! Any of 
you guys know where Johnny’s at?” and strode straight toward the closest 
knot of young men.

All across the city, outreach workers like Nap and Charles were chasing 
down a thousand  Johnnies—  the one thousand men we � gured were most 
likely to pull a trigger in the months ahead. � e previous year, 2016, murders 
in Chicago had spiked by an astonishing 58 percent. Nap and Charles rep-
resented a new kind of response, to get those numbers down.

Word had gotten around about the goods Nap and Charles were dealing. 
“You guys from that program?” one of the young men asked. He immedi-
ately relaxed and grinned. � at program was o� ering a transition to a new 
 life—  eighteen months of a legitimate job and paycheck, with about ten hours 
of behavioral therapy woven in each week. � e job was what interested him 
most. “What I got to do to get in?” another asked.

Just as Nap was starting his spiel, Johnny’s door swung open. A short, 
con� dent young man with bright eyes emerged. He was wearing a Super-
man T- shirt and � tted black sweatpants, lean and well built, like the track 
athlete he’d once been. A little girl about two years old followed him out. 
“Sorry,” he said, “we were sleeping.”

Johnny’s brother used to run the mob on the block, but he’d been shot 
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and killed a month before by a rival crew. Now Johnny was “Lil’ Chief.” He 
looked us up and down: “What’s going on?” As his daughter rode her tri-
cycle up and down the sidewalk, Nap and Charles gave him the pitch on a 
new life. If they could get Johnny in, with his cred and charisma, other men 
would follow. And, they hoped, the program would lower the risk that John-
ny’s crew would retaliate against their rivals. Later on Nap would say, “Did 
you see how those young men gathered around him like that?” Megan and 
I nodded. “� at’s what a chief looks like.”

� ree weeks later, walking home from a day of manual labor at his new 
job, a car pulled up. Lil’ Chief took sixteen bullets to his right arm, chest, 
and legs. Fortunately, his old track training kicked in. Johnny managed to 
sprint to safety in a corner store, bleeding from sixteen places all over the tile 
� oor. Amazingly, he lived. But Johnny couldn’t escape his war.

Why? Why were groups of young men like him embroiled in  gun- 
 wielding feuds, killing over and over and over again? What could a couple 
of old guys like Nap and Charles, let alone an outsider like me, do about it?

� ese weren’t questions I’d ever expected to ask or answer. But once you 
witness the cruel extravagance of violence, it’s hard to care about anything 
else. Even when you see it from a position of safety with the privilege of 
distance. Everything else fades in importance. Almost two decades ago, that’s 
what happened to me.

WHY VIOLENCE MATTERS

Before the war came, a drive across northern Uganda took you over dry, dusty 
dirt roads, through miles of swaying grass taller than your head. Green when 
the rains came, brown when they didn’t, the long stalks waved endlessly over 
� at, arid plains, interrupted only by the occasional trading post or pasture.

Most Acholi families, farmers and herders by profession, lived in clus-
ters of circular huts, with smooth mud walls and conical thatch roofs, in the 
midst of their � elds of maize and cattle. � is area of the country, Acholiland, 
once held more cows than people. It must have been beautiful.
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4 W H Y  W E  F I G H T

By the time I landed in the north, the grasses were still there, but the 
cows, the crops, and the picturesque huts were long gone. A civil war had 
raged for almost two decades. Fear of rebels and the Ugandan army had 
pushed those families, almost two million people, into dense camps no more 
than a few miles from their empty and overgrown lands.

� e camps were � lled with the same round brown homes with the same 
thatch roofs. But now, instead of idyllic homesteads nestled among greenery 
and livestock, there were thousands upon thousands of huts laid out on brown 
bare earth, baking in the sun, cramped together so tightly that you needed 
to crouch to pass between their eaves. � ese were places of despair.

� e government had cleared the countryside of people and thrust them 
into these squalid settlements. It made it easier for soldiers to hunt for rebels 
and harder for insurgents to steal food and  supplies—  a classic counterinsur-
gency strategy. It was also a war crime, since it denied millions of people 
sustenance and freedom.

Forbidden from tilling their nearby lands, these families barely subsisted 
on the bags of beans and � our trucked in every week by the UN. � e doors 
of their huts were made from gleaming tin cans, hammered � at, all with the 
identical message “Re� ned vegetable oil. Not to be sold or exchanged. Brought 
to you by the American people.”

� is is not where I expected to be. I was thirty years old, a PhD student 
in economics at Berkeley. Economists did not hang out in active war zones 
and displacement camps. My dissertation committee had been unanimous: 
“Don’t go.” Yet here I was. What, I asked myself, was I doing?

You see, I was training in a tribe that cared about income and its expan-
sion above all else. � at obsession is what had brought me to East Africa in 
the � rst place, to study industry and economic growth in Nairobi, a peaceful 
city a few hundred miles from northern Uganda. � e war was small, con-
tained, far away, and hence ignorable. � at meant, like the millions of oth-
ers in that bustling capital, I did my work mostly unaware of the tragedy 
nearby. � at is, until one day a con artist struck up a conversation with me 
over lunch. As he distracted me, his partner nabbed my backpack, laptop 
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and all. So I spent the rest of my trip in internet cafés, working at Kenya’s 
glacial dial- up speed. If I ever meet that con artist again, I owe him a grate-
ful hug.

Dial- up meant that every email took ten painful minutes to load. � ere 
wasn’t much to do during those long electronic interludes, so it was natural 
to talk with others idling at computers nearby. One day I turned to the 
woman beside me and we began to chat.

Jeannie Annan had just returned from working in northern Uganda’s 
neglected war. A humanitarian worker and a psychology PhD student, she 
eyed me suspiciously. I was wearing a suit. Good things seldom came from 
Westerners wearing suits in Africa. But I seemed interested in the war and 
informed about what was happening, which was more than she could say for 
most of the people she met. So she gave me a chance.

A few months later, I was traveling the north’s dry, dusty roads beside 
her, marveling at the miles of endless grass, hoping a rebel unit wouldn’t pop 
out. Mostly (I admit) I went because I was interested in Jeannie. But we also 
had an idea. After decades of con� ict, no one knew the true toll of violence 
on the young men and women displaced, shot at, and conscripted. Jeannie 
understood the war and the psychological toll of violence, while I knew eco-
nomics, surveys, and statistics. We joined forces. We hired a local team and 
spent the next two years surveying people a� ected by the � ghting. Our study 
was trying to put some hard numbers to the savage toll, discover programs 
that could help, and test what works. � e brutal costs of con� ict were every-
where to see. We were the despondent accountants.

I had not yet fallen in love with her, but after a month in northern 
Uganda, I was well on my way. We started the project together, wrote our 
dissertations together, graduated, and got our � rst jobs at Yale together. Today 
we’ve been married � fteen years and have a long list of research papers. Our 
most important collaborations, however, are an  eleven-  year-  old girl and a 
 nine-  year-  old boy.

� at chance encounter over a dial- up connection also changed my career. 
In northern Uganda, I learned about violence more savage and distressing 
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6 W H Y  W E  F I G H T

than I’d ever imagined. � e young men and women I met told me stories so 
horrible I don’t even want to try to recount them. I can’t do them justice. 
� ose were some of the most emotionally punishing months of my life. In 
the end, they made me rethink everything.

� ere and in the years that followed, I learned a society’s success isn’t 
just about expanding its wealth. It is about a rebel group not enslaving your 
 eleven-  year-  old daughter as a wife. It is about sitting in front of your home 
without the fear of a drive- by shooting and a bullet gone astray. It is about 
being able to go to a police o�  cer, a court, or a mayor and get some sem-
blance of justice. It is about the government never being allowed to push you 
o�  your land and stick you in a concentration camp. Another economist, 
Amartya Sen, called this “development as freedom.” It is hard to imagine some-
thing more important to be free of than violence.

As it happens, � ghting also makes us poor. Nothing destroys prog-
ress like  con� ict—  crushing economies, destroying infrastructure, or killing, 
maiming, and setting back an entire generation.1 War undermines economic 
growth in indirect ways as well. Most people and businesses won’t do the 
basic things that lead to development when they expect bombings, ethnic 
cleansings, or arbitrary justice; they won’t specialize in tasks, trade, invest their 
wealth, or develop new techniques and ideas.

� is is true for cities like Chicago, too, where every year a few hundred 
shootings probably cost the population a few hundred million dollars. � e 
economist and moral philosopher Adam Smith predicted as much over two 
and a half centuries ago: “Little else is requisite to carry a state to the high-
est degree of opulence from the lowest barbarism,” he wrote in 1755, “but 
peace, easy taxes, and a tolerable administration of justice.”2 Clearly, if I cared 
about prosperity, equal rights, and justice, I had to care about war.

LE T ME BE CLE A R WHAT I ME A N, HOWE V ER . WHEN I S AY WAR , I DON’T JUS T ME A N COUN-

tries duking it out. I mean any kind of prolonged, violent struggle between 
groups. � at includes villages, clans, gangs, ethnic groups, religious sects, 
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political factions, and nations. Wildly di� erent as these may be, their origins 
have much in common. We’ll see that with Northern Irish zealots, Colom-
bian cartels, European tyrants, Liberian rebels, Greek oligarchs, Chicago 
gangs, Indian mobs, Rwandan genocidaires, English soccer hooligans, and 
American invaders.

Some people look at the � ghting in North Lawndale or northern Uganda 
and think, “Oh, those places are at it again,” or, “My society is long past that,” 
or simply, “We are di� erent.” But that’s wrong. True, all these levels of vio-
lence and all these societies are distinctive. But even if you’re one of the 
people reading this book from the refuge of a prosperous and peaceful place, 
we’ll see how the logic that explains � ghting far away also explains the tu-
mult in your country’s past, the ongoing battles between people not so dif-
ferent from you, or why your government (or its allies) still attack other 
nations. My goal is to give you a framework to understand the common 
forces that drive these unnatural disasters.3

Expansive as that sounds, though, I’m not going to try to explain every 
kind of contest. When I said that war is a prolonged, violent struggle be-
tween groups, I chose my words carefully. One is prolonged. Lengthy � ghts 
are di� erent from brief skirmishes. Short and deadly quarrels are important, 
but they’re easier to explain through idiosyncrasy, or momentary miscalcula-
tions. � e real puzzle is why opponents would spend years or even decades 
destroying themselves and the objects of their desire.

Another key term is groups. Individuals � ght all the time, but a lot of 
this interpersonal violence is reactive and  short-  lived. A book on that would 
dwell on the traits we inherit from our primate ancestors, our ingrained � ght- 
or- � ight instincts, and the ease with which humans identify with members 
of their in- group. Wars, however, are long struggles where reactions like 
these recede in importance. Our re� exes are still relevant, as we’ll see. But 
big groups are deliberative and strategic. � is means I’ll only talk about why 
individuals discriminate, brawl, lynch, or kill when that tells us something 
about larger group behavior.4

� e � nal crucial word is violent. It’s normal for groups to compete bitterly. 
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8 W H Y  W E  F I G H T

But one of the most common errors people make is to confuse the reasons a 
contest is intense and hostile with the reasons that a rivalry turns violent. 
You see, acrimonious competition is normal, but prolonged violence between 
groups is not. Wars shouldn’t happen, and most of the time they don’t.

WAR IS THE EXCEPTION, NOT THE RULE

� e fact is, even the bitterest of enemies prefer to loathe one another in 
peace. � at’s easy to forget. Our attention gets captured by the wars that do 
happen, like the ones in northern Uganda or North Lawndale. News reports 
and history books do the  same—  they focus on the handful of violent strug-
gles that occur. Few write books about the countless con� icts avoided. But 
we can’t just look at the hostilities that happen any more than a medical 
student should study only the terminally ill and forget that most people are 
healthy.

� is book tries to pull us away from this unrepresentative view, because 
it’s just not true. Take ethnic and religious violence, for instance. Political 
scientists have tallied all the ethnic and sectarian groups in places like East-
ern Europe, Central Asia, South Asia, and Africa, where riots and purges are 
supposedly endemic. � ey counted the number of pairs that are close enough 
to compete with one another, and then they looked at the number that actu-
ally fought. In Africa, they counted about one major case of ethnic violence 
per year out of two thousand potential ones. In India, they found less than 
one riot per ten million people per year, and death rates that are at most 
sixteen per ten million. (To put this in context, sixteen per hundred thou-
sand is a moderate murder rate in a large US  city—  a level one hundred times 
higher than deaths from sectarian riots in India). Even if these tabulations 
are o�  by a huge amount, it’s clear that most groups, even hostile ones, live 
side by side without � ghting. Enemies prefer to loathe one another in peace.5

We see this at the international level too. � ere was the long confronta-
tion between America and the Soviets, who managed to divide Europe (in-
deed the world) into two parts without nuking one another. � ere is the 
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perpetual stando�  between Pakistan and India, the gloomy impasse between 
North and South Korea, and the constant deadlock over the South China 
Sea. � ere was the hasty but peaceful exit of France and England from their 
African colonies as soon as it became clear they might � ght for indepen-
dence, plus the nonviolent Soviet retreat from Eastern Europe. And then 
there are the societies riven by political factions, angry and polarized by class 
and ideology, who nonetheless compete in parliaments rather than on battle-
� elds. Somehow, however, we tend to forget these events. We write tomes 
about great wars, and overlook the quiet peaces. We pay attention to the gory 
spectacles, the most salient events. Meanwhile, the quieter moments of com-
promise slip from memory.6

� is focus on the failures is a kind of selection bias, a logical error to 
which we’re all prone. � e mistake has two important consequences. One is 
that we exaggerate how much we � ght. You start to hear things like “the 
world is full of con� ict,” or “humanity’s natural state is war,” or “an armed 
confrontation between [insert great powers here] is inevitable.” But none of 
those statements is true.

Overlooking all the con� icts avoided entails a second and greater harm, 
however; we get the roots of war and the paths to peace all wrong. When 
people focus on the times peace failed, and trace back the circumstances and 
events to � nd the causes, they often � nd a familiar set: � awed leaders, his-
toric injustices, dire poverty, angry young men, cheap weapons, and cataclys-
mic events. War seems to be the inevitable result. But this ignores the times 
con� ict was avoided. If people also looked at the times rivals didn’t � ght, 
they’d see a lot of the same preceding conditions. All these so- called causes 
of war are commonplace. Prolonged violence is not. � ings that are present 
in both the failures and the successes are probably not the roots of war.

To understand why, let me tell you about another famous example of 
selection bias, from World War II. When American aircraft returned from 
missions over German positions, they were covered in bullet holes along 
their main bodies and wings. So the US military told its engineers to add 
more armor to these parts of the plane. A statistician named Abraham Wald 
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disagreed. He said the engineers should do the opposite: shield the engines 
and cockpit, where returning planes showed no damage at all. He’d deduced 
something crucial: the missing bullet holes must be on the missing planes. 
Shots to the cockpit and engine sent those planes crashing. � at’s why we 
didn’t see bombers with damage to those parts of the craft. � e military was 
mistakenly focusing on a select sample, and so it got the causes of failure 
wrong. � is is one of those mistakes that are obvious in retrospect, and yet 
we all make them again and again.

� e US military was focused on the  successes—  a kind of selection 
problem known as survivor bias. When it comes to war, we’re prone to the 
opposite kind of  selection—  we pay too much attention to the times peace 
failed. It’s as if the US military engineers looked only at the bombers that 
went down. � ose planes are covered in gun� re from tip to tail. When we 
do that, it’s hard to know which shots were fatal because we aren’t compar-
ing them to the planes that survived. � e same thing happens when you take 
a war and trace it back to its so- called roots. Every history of every rivalry is 
riddled with a barrage of bullet holes, like poverty and grievances and guns. 
But the aggrieved seldom revolt, most poor young  rabble-  rousers don’t rebel, 
and the most heavily armed groups prefer a cold war to a hot one.

To � nd the real roots of � ghting, we need to pay attention to the strug-
gles that stay peaceful. By this I don’t mean happy and harmonious. Rival-
ries can be hostile and contentious. � e groups may be polarized. � ey’re 
often heavily armed. � ey disparage and threaten one another, and they os-
tentatiously display their weapons. � at is all normal. Bloodshed and destruc-
tion are not.

My hope is that now you’ll start to see this everywhere. When you next 
pick up a newspaper or a history book, amid all the bombast and belliger-
ence, you’ll start to pay attention to the politicians making speeches, push-
ing for conciliation. You’ll notice the rivals who � re rockets at one another 
for a week or two, then halt hostilities. You’ll hear tales of councillors whis-
pering, “Peace, Sire,” in their sovereign’s ear. You’ll note the veteran generals 
reminding the more inexperienced and enthusiastic o�  cers what misery 
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awaits them. � e easiest to spot will be the treasurers and other keepers of 
the purse who soberly point out that war simply cannot be a� orded. All these 
agonies and costs are what drives most rivals to compromise.

WHY EVEN THE BITTEREST RIVALS PREFER PEACE

� e voices counseling peace usually win out for one simple reason: war is 
ruinous. It massacres soldiers, ravages civilians, starves cities, plunders stores, 
disrupts trade, demolishes industry, and bankrupts governments. About 2,500 
years ago, the Chinese general Sun Tzu put it aptly in � e Art of War: “� ere 
is no instance of a country having bene� ted from prolonged warfare.” Even 
the bitterest of enemies foresee the consequences of � ghting. � ese costs are 
terrible. � at is why adversaries strive for an arrangement that avoids risk 
and destruction.  One-  o�  killings and skirmishes take place in the heat of 
the moment. � en cooler heads prevail.

� e cooler heads look for ways to compromise. As Winston Churchill 
once said, “Meeting jaw to jaw is better than war.” For every war that ever 
was, a thousand others have been averted through discussion and conces-
sion. Negotiation and � ghting are alternative ways of getting what you want. 
� at’s what Chinese Communist leader Mao  Tse-  tung meant in 1938 when 
he said, “Politics is war without bloodshed, while war is politics with blood-
shed.” Mao was echoing the Prussian general Carl von Clausewitz, who, a 
century before, reminded us that “war is the continuation of politics by other 
means.”

What we must not forget, however, is that one of these two strategies is 
devastating, while the other is not. “Compromise or � ght” gives rivals a stark 
choice: carve up an undamaged prize peacefully, or each pay an enormous 
cost to gamble over the shrunken, shattered remains. War’s destructiveness 
means that both sides are almost always better o�  � nding a peaceful split 
than going to war.

� at’s why, throughout history, most foes opted for the peaceful path. 
Starting seven thousand years ago, for instance, civilizations regularly bought 
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o�  so- called  barbarians—  mobile societies of mounted herders, skilled at 
 � ghting—  to save their cities from getting sacked. Similarly, most empires 
on record have o� ered weaker states the option of submission and tribute 
instead of invasion. Meanwhile, in small towns and villages, a murderer’s 
clan paid blood money to the victim’s family to avoid cycles of retribution 
and feuding. � ey realized it’s better to compensate than to � ght.

Or consider the  centuries-  long struggles between European commoners 
and aristocrats. When arms, agriculture, or demography favored the peas-
antry, and the masses grew richer and demanded more rights, the highborn 
faced a choice: � ght or concede. Historians pay more attention to the great 
peasant  rebellions—  the handful of times aristocrats were unwilling to comply. 
More often, however, the elites relinquished some  privileges—  enfranchising 
the more powerful merchants, reducing rents for the most troublesome share-
croppers, or distributing bread to the unruliest urban mobs. Europe’s slow 
democratization was a  long-  running series of revolutions without revolt.

Nations also prefer to placate rather than battle. Before national borders 
solidi� ed nearly a century and a half ago, rising nations regularly bought or 
seized territory without a shot, while the weaker powers quietly acquiesced. 
� e European powers tried to avoid warring over colonies, and so the tiny 
group of monarchs held congresses to calmly carve up Eastern Europe, Af-
rica, and other frontiers. Likewise, a rising United States purchased Alaska 
from Russia and a large swath of the Midwest from France, and it even tried 
buying Cuba from Spain as an alternative to invading.

Today’s territorial concessions are typically more subtle: rights over un-
derground oil reserves or who gets to build a hydro plant on the Nile River; 
or (in ongoing negotiations) who controls the South China Sea. Most of the 
important elements in the negotiations, however, aren’t even land. Hege-
mons from the United States to Russia to China twist the arms of weaker 
nations to curtail their weapons programs, support a policy, or change a law. 
Armed resistance is seldom these governments’ best response, however un-
fair the international system might get. Meanwhile, within countries, po-
litical factions � nd ingenious ways to redistribute political in� uence when 
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power shifts. And powerful minorities get guarantees of a disproportion-
ate number of parliamentary seats or vetoes. It is peaceful bargains all the 
way down.

Unfortunately, peace doesn’t necessarily mean equality or justice. As so 
many of these examples show, if one side has most of the bargaining power, 
it can expect to set its terms. � e weaker rival might resent its tiny share of 
in� uence and spoils, but it’ll acquiesce. � e world is full of such terrible but 
peaceful inequities: minority ethnic groups who control the military and the 
government, dominating the majority; narrow aristocracies that hold all the 
land and manufactories in their nation, leaving little for the peasants; or mil-
itary superpowers that dictate the world order to other countries. For most 
underdogs, the costs and risks of revolution are too great. However unfair, 
it doesn’t make sense to revolt.

COMPROMISE IS THE RULE BEC AUSE , FOR THE MO S T PA R T, GROUP S BEHAV E S TR ATEGI-

cally. By this I mean that they, like players of poker or chess, are trying hard 
to think ahead, to discern their opponents’ strengths and plans, and to choose 
their actions based on what they expect their opponents to do. � ey’re not 
perfect. � ey make mistakes or lack information. But they have huge incen-
tives to do their best.

� e science of strategy is called game theory. It works out how one side 
will behave based on what it believes its opponent will do. Starting with the 
� rst chapter, we’ll walk through the strategic choice: compromise or � ght. 
We won’t use this game theory blindly, however. Some people use these 
models to paint a picture of an unreasonably rational  race—  Homo economicus. 
We’ll be interested in this species because they still manage to commit an 
awful lot of violence. (As we’ll see, in special circumstances, � ghting is your 
best strategy.) But groups and their leaders are not always logical or  all- 
 seeing, and collections of people don’t hold coherent beliefs that the body 
politic faithfully represents. So this will also be a book about Homo unreason-
ablus and Homo righteousus, plus other breeds of humankind that historians, 
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psychologists, biologists, and sociologists have discovered. Chapter by chap-
ter, we’re going to meet each one. But our simple game of strategy will always 
remain our frame of reference because we can trust that, no matter which of 
these species they represent, most human groups strive in pursuit of their 
own interests.

FIVE REASONS FOR WARS

So why do we � ght? Now that we’re thinking in strategic terms, and now 
that we aren’t committing the sin of selection bias, we have a new way to 
answer that question. In short, something had to interrupt the normal in-
centives for compromise, pushing opponents from the usual polarized and 
contentious politics to bargaining through bloodshed. Fortunately, there are 
only so many logical ways that this politicking can break down. � ere are � ve 
of them, and part 1 of the book lays them out chapter by chapter. Each of 
the � ve logics eliminates the incentives for compromise in a distinct way.

� is � rst is unchecked interests. � e costs of war are the main incentive for 
peace, but when the people who decide on war aren’t accountable to the oth-
ers in their group, they can ignore some of the costs and agony of � ghting. 
� ese leaders will take their group to war too frequently. Sometimes they 
expect to gain personally from con� ict, and so they’re enticed to start � ghts. 
Unchecked rulers like these are one of the greatest drivers of con� ict in history.

� e second reason is intangible incentives. � ere are times when com-
mitting violence delivers something valued, like vengeance or status or 
dominance. In other cases, violence is the sole path to righteous  ends—  God’s 
glory, freedom, or combating injustice. For some groups, these ethereal re-
wards can o� set the pain and loss from � ghting. Any preference for them 
will run against the costs of war and tilt a group away from compromise.

� e third way bargains fall apart comes from uncertainty. If you’ve ever 
called a blu�  in poker, you’ve grasped this logic already. You don’t know what 
cards your opponents hold, but you know they have an incentive to fool you. 
Obviously, your best response is not to fold every time. Likewise, in war, you 
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don’t know your enemies’ strength or resolve, and they, too, may blu� . So 
sometimes you call. � e fact that you don’t have the same information as 
your rivals means that attacking is occasionally the best strategy, even if � ght-
ing is detrimental.

Fourth is something called a commitment problem. Usually, when your 
rival grows powerful, your best option is to concede something. But what if 
you’re warned of your opponent’s rise in advance? You can strike now, while 
you’re still strong, and avert your decline. If the looming shift in power is 
large enough, your incentive to attack may be irresistible. What could your 
enemy possibly promise you to do otherwise? � at they won’t take advantage 
of their newfound in� uence once they’re strong? � ey cannot commit to that, 
and you both know it. It’s a commitment  problem—  you’d both prefer a politi-
cal deal that avoids the ruin of war, but none of these bargains are credible.

Fifth and � nally, our misperceptions interfere with compromise. We are 
overcon� dent creatures. We also assume others think like us, value the same 
things we do, and see the world the same way. And we demonize our ene-
mies and attribute to them the worst motives. We hold on to all sorts of 
mistaken beliefs, even in big groups, and when we do, it hijacks our ability 
to � nd a bargain we and our enemies can agree to. Competition and con� ict 
make all these misjudgments worse.

NOW, E V EN IF THE SE FIV E LOGIC S S OUND RE A S ONA BLE TO YOU, YOU MIGHT S TILL BE SK EP-

tical that they alone explain every war. It can seem like there’s a reason for 
every war and a war for every reason. But most of the time, the arguments 
people give for a particular war are just these � ve in disguise. We’re going to 
learn to recognize them as such.

For that reason, don’t think of the � ve as a new theory of war, to be pro-
pounded over an old one. I’m not saying “Believe these causes, the other books 
are wrong.” Instead, think of the � ve kinds of breakdown as a  typology—  a 
way to organize the huge number of theories and schools of thought already 
out there.
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I’ll also show how we don’t need to take intellectual sides behind one 
discipline or another, or one theory of war. � ese � ve encompass the lessons 
that thousands of economists, political scientists, sociologists, psychologists, 
and policymakers have learned, boiled down into one frame.7

Finally, we’ll see how the � ve logics aren’t substitutes; they’re com-
plements—  tragic ones, because they cumulate to make peace more fragile. 
� at’s because, except in rare cases, a war never has one cause. � e di� erent 
reasons cumulate and interact. Unaccountable leaders, intangible incentives, 
incertitude, commitment problems, and misperceptions combine into a toxic 
brew that poisons peace bit by bit. � is makes it hard to pin a con� ict on a 
single reason.

� is is what it means to live in a fragile community, city, or nation. � e 
� ve forces have eliminated most of the room for two enemies to � nd a com-
promise. For a while, peace persists, but it’s tenuous. War never seems that 
far away. In this brittle condition, one misunderstanding, or one calamitous 
event, can eliminate the incentives for peace altogether. A million little forces 
can tip them into raging  combat—  an assassination, a stock market crash, a 
terrifying rumor, a discovery of oil, or the  shortsighted actions of an errant 
or  feebleminded leader.

� is is why it’s so easy to � nd a war for every reason, and why we can 
trace back the events of a war and see a million little things at work. But 
should we blame war on these idiosyncratic forces? Absolutely  not—  because 
we can � nd the same shocks and surprises and mistakes among the oppo-
nents who don’t plunge into war. � ose rivalries didn’t erupt into violence, 
because the � ve forces hadn’t whittled away the room for politics and com-
promise. We’ll learn not to get too distracted by these chance occurrences.

We’ll also learn to recognize false causes. � ings like poverty, scarcity, 
natural resources, climate change, ethnic fragmentation, polarization, injus-
tices, and arms don’t necessarily interrupt the incentives for  peace—  at least 
not by themselves. � ey’re terrible for other reasons. And they add fuel to a 
raging � re. But they probably didn’t ignite � ghting in the � rst place. Focus-
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ing on both successes and failures, plus a little strategic thinking, will help 
us understand which bullet holes are on the planes that survived, and which 
are on the crafts that perished. � e lesson is clear: focus on the � ve funda-
mentals.

Finally, the best reason to peer through this frame and the � ve logics is 
to understand why some societies are stable, peaceful, and successful, and to 
� gure out how the most fragile and violent societies can become more like 
them. � at will be the subject of part 2. Its message is simple: stable socie-
ties are full of rivalries that compete ferociously without � ghting. Villages, 
gangs, ethnic groups, cities, states, and the globe have found a huge number 
of ways to make their contests less fragile and to counter incentives to � ght. 
� ey’ve built themselves some insulation from all � ve kinds of  failure— 
 armor plating on all the right parts of the plane. � e essential ones I call 
interdependence, checks and balances, rules and enforcement, and interven-
tions. Every one shares a secret: they work if and only if they roll back at least 
one of the � ve kinds of breakdown.

Before we get to those, however, let me � rst demonstrate the gravita-
tional pull of peace.
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Chapter 1

W H Y  W E  D O N ’ T  F I G H T

I 
� rst heard about the Billiards War from an inmate in Bellavista prison. 
I’ll call him Carlos. Lean, muscular, in his late twenties, he’d run a plaza 
de  vicio—  a retail drug  corner—  before his arrest. Carlos had started work-

ing for his neighborhood gang at the age of fourteen, running packages of 
marijuana. But he showed a good head for � gures and didn’t steal, and so 
the gang leader, the coordinador, made him a salaried member. Over the years, 
Carlos worked his way up through the group, � rst through armed robbery, 
then selling drugs. Eventually he made it into middle management, coordi-
nating his own plaza. Unfortunately, Carlos also developed a taste for his 
own product. He was living in Bellavista’s drug rehab wing, head shaven, 
clad in brown medical scrubs, when we met.

Bellavista sits at the base of a valley crowned by lush green peaks. On 
either side of the prison, up steep mountain slopes, climbs the city of Me-
dellín. � is is Colombia’s commercial heartland. Along the lower slopes 
and valley � oor lie quiet  middle-  class neighborhoods of white stucco and 
ocher tile roofs. Manufacturers churn out the country’s furniture and food-
stu� s. Farther up, however, on slopes that seem too steep for human habita-
tion, sit the  slums—  tightly packed buildings, two or three stories high, of 
rough, bare clay brick and corrugated metal. Standing in the cramped 
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narrow streets, you can stretch your arms from  gra�  ti-  strewn wall to  gra�  ti- 
 strewn wall.

In each community also lives a combo. Like street gangs everywhere, 
combos run the local drug corners. But in Medellín they do much more. 
Head to the main thoroughfare in a neighborhood like La Sierra, its baker-
ies and tiny general stores stu� ed with candy, soft drinks, and beer. On the 
corner, you may � nd a teenage combo member providing security. Foot sol-
diers like this one are a kind of order here, selling protection for a price. He 
stops by the bakeries and general stores once a week to collect a  three-  dollar 
vacuna, meaning “vaccine.”

Medellín’s combos don’t stop at drug retailing and protection rackets, 
however. No one sells staples in La  Sierra—  eggs, milk, cooking gas, the thick 
Colombian tortillas known as  arepas—  without a license from the gang. � e 
combo also sets neighborhood moneylending rates, takes a cut of each loan, 
and is only too happy to buy and collect the debts that later go unpaid.1
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All these rents and revenues make each Medellín neighborhood a valu-
able prize to control. As a result, nearly every  low-  and  middle-  income area 
in the city is occupied by an armed gang, hundreds in all. � e city is a patch-
work of principalities, each overseen by a  thirty-  year-  old thug. It sounds like 
a perfect recipe for violence.

Prisons like Bellavista sit at the center of this citywide contest, because 
that’s where most of the coordinadores live. � e city has done its best to arrest 
as many combo members as possible, and so the squat, whitewashed, con-
crete bunker is � lled to four times its capacity. But by phone and messenger, 
the gang leaders still run their little empires from within.

� e � rst time I entered the complex, I expected a regimented, morose 
atmosphere. � e reality is more freewheeling. Inmates dress casually in their 
own T- shirts, track pants, and shorts. Relations with the guards are casual, 
even chatty. Technically the men are con� ned to large cellblocks called pa-
tios, but “con� ned” seems like the wrong word. No one leaves the building, 
but the men move more or less freely about the maze of cinder-block hallways 
painted a robin’s- egg blue.

In Carlos’s patio, a powerful criminal group called Pachelly ran the 
trade in illicit drugs and phones. � ey also charged rent for cells and beds. 
All these business lines made patios pro� table and strategic territory, just 
like the streets Pachelly controlled on the outside. � e same gangs that dom-
inate Medellín’s neighborhoods also control the prison hallways.

A rival gang named El Mesa lived on the same patio as Pachelly, Carlos 
told me, and their power was rising. Outside Bellavista, El Mesa’s territory, 
foot soldiers, and pro� ts were all growing and so El Mesa’s imprisoned 
members began to chafe under Pachelly’s patio rule. One afternoon in 2012, 
members of the two groups were in the cellblock’s game room, playing bil-
liards. Carlos didn’t remember the reason the players started arguing and 
� ghting, or why their friends piled on. Some petty insult or cheating, pre-
sumably. What he does recall is that the � ght got out of hand fast. Members 
of El Mesa pulled out their guns and � red on Pachelly. How they kept 
concealed weapons in jail is a whole other story. � e upshot:  twenty-  three 
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inmates and guards were injured by the time the shooting stopped. Aston-
ishingly, no one was killed.

Anger and recrimination spilled outside the prison. Pachelly and El 
Mesa began to activate their alliances. Hundreds of city gangs lined up on 
either side, readying their forces. El Mesa formed an alliance with another 
powerful gang, Los Chatas, led by one of the city’s mightiest kingpins, 
known by the alias Tom. � e city geared for war.

Now, if this were the usual book on wars, here is where I’d describe how, 
over the next few weeks, Medellín spiraled into bloodshed. What began as 
isolated reprisals spun into a whirlwind of vendettas. Amid the chaos, com-
bos began capturing neighboring territories and settling scores. � e fragile 
peace collapsed among hundreds of combos citywide. No doubt we could 
trace that bloody contest for Medellín to a host of so- called causes: disen-
franchised young men, a city awash in guns, corrupt politicians, and a crum-
bling social order.

But the Billiards War never happened. El Mesa did grow in power. � ey 
did chafe under Pachelly. � e gang did open � re over a game of pool. And 
El Mesa did form an alliance with Tom and Los Chatas. All of Medellín 
did gear for battle. Despite all that, the violence ended with that one bloody 
shootout in Bellavista. Instead of launching a prolonged citywide con� ict, 
Pachelly and El Mesa decided to compromise. � ere was a tense negotiation, 
and then Pachelly ceded some of its  territory—  control of a prison hallway 
here, a contraband business there. None of these businesses were worth a 
costly battle with a rising foe.

� is has been true for decades. For every gang war that ever was in 
Medellín, a thousand others have been averted through negotiation and 
trade. Even though the valley is � lled to its green peaks with hotheaded 
armed gang members, the combos of Medellín seldom go to war. � ey de-
spise one another. � ey maneuver for drug plazas and prison hallways. � ey 
occasionally skirmish. But the region’s homicide rate is lower than that of 
many big American cities.
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It’s easy to forget this is how most opponents operate. But Medellín’s 
checkerboard of hostile combos is simply an allegory for our wider world. 
� e globe is a patchwork of rival territories. Possessing them brings wealth, 
power, and status. Rivals covet their neighbors’ territory and resources, prey 
on the weaker ones, and defend themselves from the strong. Most human 
groups are simply combos in another guise. And, like combos, they strive 
not to � ght.

PEACE IS STR ATEGIC

To show you the calculus of compromise, let’s stick with the example of 
Medellín gangs. I want to give you a  tool—  a simple strategic  logic—  that 
helps explain why most rivals avoid war. A little game theory is worth learn-
ing because we’ll use it throughout the book, to understand both how this 
peace breaks down and how to build it back up again.

� e powerful factions that we met in Bellavista all came from an area 
called Bello, on the northern edge of Medellín. For a combo, Bello is full 
of opportunity: extortion, drug sales, money laundering, hideouts, prestige. 
Let’s imagine Bello as a pie the rivals must split. Suppose, for the sake of 
simplicity, it’s worth $100 to each side, like this:

Also suppose that, militarily speaking, Pachelly and El Mesa are evenly 
matched. � is means, if either one decides to attack, each gang has an equal 

Bello
$100
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To show you the calculus of compromise, let’s stick with the example of 
Medellín gangs. I want to give you a  tool—  a simple strategic  logic—  that 
helps explain why most rivals avoid war. A little game theory is worth learn-
ing because we’ll use it throughout the book, to understand both how this 
peace breaks down and how to build it back up again.

� e powerful factions that we met in Bellavista all came from an area 
called Bello, on the northern edge of Medellín. For a combo, Bello is full 
of opportunity: extortion, drug sales, money laundering, hideouts, prestige. 
Let’s imagine Bello as a pie the rivals must split. Suppose, for the sake of 
simplicity, it’s worth $100 to each side, like this:

Also suppose that, militarily speaking, Pachelly and El Mesa are evenly 
matched. � is means, if either one decides to attack, each gang has an equal 
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chance of  winning—  50 percent, like a coin � ip. Let’s also simplify war and 
assume that it’s an all- or- nothing a� air: the winner gets the whole territory 
of Bello forever; the loser gets nothing.

� e two rivals know, as we do, that war has dire consequences, no mat-
ter who wins. Gang war brings police attention to the crime bosses and risks 
their arrest. It kills their little brothers and friends in the group. It under-
mines their illegal business lines, since no one pays their vacuna or buys 
drugs in the middle of a gun� ght. Combo leaders couldn’t care less about 
civilian casualties. But war hurts the leadership and their bottom line. � ese 
losses are powerful incentives to negotiate. I need to put a number to this 
destruction to work through the example. I could use any � gure, but let’s 
suppose that both gangs expect � ghting to destroy a � fth of the  pie— $20.

� e key strategic insight is simple: war’s destruction means that, before-
hand, both sides are almost always better o�  � nding a peaceful split than 
going to war. � e $20 is like a peace bonus they get to divide. It creates a 
whole range of territorial splits they both prefer to � ghting, because in ex-
pectation war will always make them worse o�  than one of the divisions 
inside it. We’ll call this the bargaining range.

Consider the choice from the point of view of El Mesa’s coordinador. 
He knows his gang has even odds of winning. He thinks to himself, “Should 
we destroy a � fth of Bello’s earning potential, then � ip a coin for the shrunken 
remains? Or can we � nd a way to carve up the territory as it stands?” In this 
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case, compromise pays. It’s simple arithmetic: because war is an even shot at 
a damaged $80 pie, the expected value of � ghting is $40.2 � is means that 
the leader would happily choose peace so long as the deal gives El Mesa 
control of at least 40 percent of Bello.

Pachelly faces the same incentives. El Mesa and its coordinador know 
it too. � us, neither side fears an attack because each knows the choice the 
other confronts. Each side can get something in the range of $40 to $60 in 
peace. How they split it will depend on the details of how the game gets 
played. But split it they should.

� is shows us something important: peace arises not from brotherly love 
and cooperation, but from the  ever-  present threat of violence. Each side’s 
bargaining power comes from its ability to threaten the enemy with harm. 
� is power could come from guns, from defensive forti� cations, from the 
money to hire soldiers, from new terror tactics, or from the ability to mobi-
lize millions of people into the streets, munitions factories, or  infantry— 
 anything that helps one group triumph over their rival. But you garner 
concessions only if you can credibly threaten to burn the whole house down. 
In Immanuel Kant’s Perpetual Peace, this tense but nonviolent  face-  o�  is 
what the philosopher called the natural state of  humankind—  not war itself.

� is model and these assumptions, simple though they are, give us a few 
other strategic insights into competition. One is that we should expect peace 
whether the costs of war are small or calamitous. If � ghting demanded only 
half the  sacri� ce—  less death, fewer interruptions to the drug business, lower 
risk of  arrest—  then the bargaining range would be half as wide. Still, every 
split in that narrower range would be better for both rivals than war. So long 
as war is costly, there’s always a political deal both sides prefer.

� is implies something you might � nd counterintuitive: often, the more 
destructive our weapons, the easier it should be to � nd peace. Vast military in-
vestments or new weapons discoveries don’t necessarily cause con� ict on their 
own. Mostly they change the balance of power, and hence the splits of the 
pie. When they make war more ruinous, however, the bargaining range can 
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